REFERENCES

TEXT on Superconductivity


Short Introductions to Superconductivity

1. “Superconductivity” by A. Leggett and D.M. Ginzburg in *Encyclopedia Brittanica* (Also on line at http://search.eb.com/bol/topic?id=xref=507241)


Electronic Applications of Superconductivity


**References on Circuits:**


**Texts on Quantum Computing**


**GENERAL REVIEW ARTICLES on Quantum Computing:**


**General ARTICLES on Quantum Computing with Superconductors:**


**Single Junction Superconducting Devices:**


**Charge-based Superconducting Qubits:**


**Flux-Based Superconducting Devices:**


Fabrication of Superconducting Devices:


WEB SITES:

1. High-Tc Update: A weekly overview of papers in superconductivity, with list of preprints. (http://www.iitap.iastate.edu/htcu/) A must reading for anyone interested in high-temperature superconductivity research.

2. An excellent list of Web Sites is maintained by High Tc Update (http://www.iitap.iastate.edu/htcu/othersites.html)